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Hugo Alvar Henrik Aalto (pronounced [ˈhuɡo ˈɑlʋɑr ˈhenrik ˈɑːlto]; 3 February 1898 – 11 May 1976)
was a Finnish architect and designer. His work includes architecture, furniture, textiles and
glassware, as well as sculptures and paintings, though he never regarded himself as an artist,
seeing painting and sculpture as "branches of the tree whose trunk is architecture."
Alvar Aalto - Wikipedia
Aalto University, Finland is a new multidisciplinary science and art community in the fields of
science, business, and art and design.
Aalto University
Aalto.com brings you the best works of Finnish designers Aino and Alvar Aalto at low prices guaranteed. As an authorized iittala and Artek retailer, we offer the largest selection of Aalto
designs in glassware
Alvar Aalto & Aino Aalto Designs | Aalto Furniture, Iittala ...
Aal·to (äl′tō), Alvar 1898-1976. Finnish architect and furniture designer noted for his use of
contrasting materials. His designs include the Abbey Library in Mount Angel ...
Aalto - definition of Aalto by The Free Dictionary
Alvar Aalto, in full Hugo Alvar Henrik Aalto, (born Feb. 3, 1898, Kuortane, Fin., Russian Empire—died
May 11, 1976, Helsinki, Fin.), Finnish architect, city planner, and furniture designer whose
international reputation rests on a distinctive blend of modernist refinement, indigenous materials,
and personal expression in form and detail.
Alvar Aalto | Finnish architect | Britannica.com
AALTO was created in February 1999 when Mariano García – who had been Vega Sicilia’s
winemaking director for 30 years- and Javier Zaccagnini- for 6 years head of Ribera del Duero’s
Consejo Regulador- decided to join their expertise in a very special project: to make a wine that in a
space of 15-20 years should reach the quality of the best wines in the world.
Aalto | Winery
Aalto University (Finnish: Aalto-yliopisto; Swedish: Aalto-universitetet) is a university primarily
located in Greater Helsinki, Finland.It was established in 2010 as a merger of three major Finnish
universities: the Helsinki University of Technology (established 1849), the Helsinki School of
Economics (established 1904), and the University of Art and Design Helsinki (established 1871).
Aalto University - Wikipedia
The latest Tweets from Aalto University (@AaltoUniversity). Aalto University (Aalto-yliopisto) is a
multidisciplinary university, where science and art meet technology and business.#aalto
#aaltoyliopisto #aaltouniversity.
Aalto University (@AaltoUniversity) | Twitter
For sale, privately. There’s a different way to buy and sell homes—one that’s growing quickly …and
quietly. It’s called the Private Listing by Aalto. Built around privacy, flexibility, and dignity, Aalto
offers a welcome alternative to the stressful, invasive experience of a public MLS sale.
Aalto | Homes you can't Find Anywhere Else | Access Off ...
Sonics. Aalto’s sound engine lets you create sounds that have been difficult or impossible to make
with softsynths before now. The heart of Aalto is a Buchla-inspired complex oscillator, with FM,
timbre and waveshape controls that enable a wide range of expressive sounds.
Aalto - madronalabs.com
Working papers - Alvar Aalto Researchers’ Network March 12th – 14th 2012, Seinäjoki and
Jyväskylä, Finland Wood and Domestic architecture in Aalto’s work: Some influences on Portuguese
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Architecture Ana Isabel da Costa e Silva master architect, PhD student and researcher FACULTY OF
ARCHITECTURE OF OPORTO UNIVERSITY (FAUP) Via Panorâmica S/N, 4150-755 Porto .
Aalto | Μικλό Κουλουράκι - Academia.edu
Since its unveiling in 1937 at the Paris World's Fair, the Aalto vase has been an international
sensation. Finnish Designer Alvar Aalto's wavy vase design is a timelessly modern piece.
Aalto Vases | Alvar Aalto Vase by Iittala, World Famous Vases
Aalto was a male Force-sensitive Human who lived during the waning years of the Galactic
Republic. He was accepted by the Jedi Order to be trained at the Jedi Temple on the Republic's
capital planet, Coruscant.
Aalto | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Two tiny nicks on top edge - see last 2 close up photos. The Savoy vase has been one of the most
famous pieces of glass in history. In 1936, Aalto anonymously entered his vase design for a
competition...
Aalto Vase | eBay
Finnish, 1898–1976. Alvar Aalto, the renowned Finnish architect, designer, and town planner, forged
a remarkable synthesis of romantic and pragmatic ideas. His work reflects a deep desire to
humanize architecture through an unorthodox handling of form and materials that was both rational
and intuitive.
Alvar Aalto | MoMA
The Entrepreneurship platform is based in Otaniemi, Espoo, in the A Grid building, Otakaari 5 in the
Entrepreneur co-working space, 3 rd floor.. The platform website, Aaltopreneur will act as a One
Stop Shop for guidance on Aalto’s ecosystem and all news and events happening within the total
Aalto entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystem.
aaltopreneur – aaltopreneur
Finnish womenswear brand based in Paris. Discover the AW18 Love Records collection.
AALTO – AALTO Official Online Shop
Aalto Lounge is a neighborhood bar proudly serving the Belmont area since 2000. Named for
Finnish designer, Alvar Aalto, the space features mid-century/modern decor throughout the bar,
adjoining back room, and outdoor patio.
Happy Hour Menu — Aalto Lounge
“Love and accept your nature; that is where the journey starts.” I am the founder of Aalto
Enhancemnt Center. I started my business in 2003, to provide a full range of traditional and non
traditional services to help people discover how to be the best that they can be.
Counseling | Groups & Classes | AALTO Enhancement Center ...
Aalto University is a community of bold thinkers where science and art meet technology and
business. We are committed to identifying and solving grand societal challenges and building an
innovative future.
Study at Aalto | Aalto University
Aalto University is a new multidisciplinary university, where science and art meet technology and
business. The University is located in Espoo and Helsinki i...
Aalto University - YouTube
Aalto University’s mission is to build a better and stronger Finland. Here science and arts meet
technology and business. Aalto University was established in 2010 through a merger of three
renowned universities in the Helsinki metropolitan area in Finland.Aalto University is about cross-
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disciplinary projects and learning in practice.
Aalto University | Top Universities
Introduction Aino Maria Marsio-Aalto (born Aino Maria Mandelin; 25 January 1894 – 13 January 1949)
was a Finnish architect and a pioneer of Scandinavian design.
Aino Aalto | MoMA
Turn heads with Aalto. Bold geometry contrasts with a graceful bateau neckline for the perfect easyto-wear summer coverup. The airy drape of Pebble and Silk Cloud softens Aalto’s bold movement
for an effortless, essential accessory.
Ravelry: Aalto pattern by Shellie Anderson
Located in a quiet Coquitlam neighbourhood, is the newest addition to the Intracorp Townhome
Collection – Aalto Townhomes. This quiet mountain-side townhome village is a rare and special
place where the conveniences of an urban centre are just a few blocks away.
Aalto Townhomes | Intracorp
Welcome to the AALTO Enhancement Center, offering counseling, spa treatments, classes, and a
wellness store in Kenosha, WI. Follow this link to learn more!
AALTO Enhancement Center | Counseling | Spa Treatments ...
Alvar Aalto (1898–1976) made a unique modernist mark.Influenced by both the landscape and the
political independence of his native Finland, he designed warm, curving, compassionate buildings,
wholly set apart from the slick, mechanistic, geometric designs that characterized much
contemporary European practice.
Aalto (Basic Art Series 2.0): Louna Lahti, Peter Gössel ...
In 1936, Alvar Aalto’s series of glass vases won first prize in the 1936 Karhula-Iittala Glass Design
Competition. Compared to the decorative objects of the time, the simple yet organic shape of this
vase was a revolutionary statement.
Iittala Alvar Aalto – Alvar Aalto Collection - Iittala ...
Aalto. After 30 years as technical director and world–renown winemaker for Vega Sicilia, Mariano
Garcia Fernández founded Aalto Bodegas y Viñedos in 1999.
Aalto | European Cellars
@AaltoUniversity #Aalto2 satellite entered the atmosphere around this moment over North
America. The satellite was a younger brother of @AaltoOne satellite, and got to space first.
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